Abstract-In allusion to the lack of a large number of fault data samples in machinery fault diagnosis, the thesis put forward a new method of machinery fault diagnosis based on support vector machine. And the principle and algorithm of the method has been introduced. Then the multi-fault classifier has been built using simulative fault data. This diagnostic method only need a small amount of time-domain fault data samples to train the fault classification, and don't need to extract the feature amount. In addition, we verify the correctness of this fault classifier through the application of fault classification in steam turbine generator set. The diagnostic method is simple and has strong ability of fault classification.
INTRODUCTION
Industrial steam turbine is referred to as the "prime mover" in the industrial field. It is a key technical equipment. And it is widely used in various industrial fields. However, a series of fault occurs, such as bearing loose, rub, etc. These failures brought great losses to country and people. To avoid and reduce the occurrence of these failures, we should detect the security performance of steam turbine unit timely and effectively [II. With the development of computer and artificial intelligence technology, and the combination of the mechanical equipment fault diagnosis and the intelligent diagnostic technology become a more important diagnostic technology [21. In this paper, the support vector machine learning methods will be applied in hydropower generating unit vibration fault diagnosis field. And multi-fault classifier based on support vector machine [3, 41 is built. When fault samples are small and the characteristic quantities of data samples are not extracted, we can identifY and classifY the four common vibration fault of hydropower generating unit using analog fault samples directly. The effect is satisfactory.
IT.

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE CLASSIFICATION
Statistical learning theory is the statistical theory of small sample, and it research the statistical regularities and learning method of small samples. Support vector machine [51 is a new machine learning method based on VC-dimension theory of statistical theory and minimization principle of structural risk, and it can solve the practical problems of nonlinearity and local minima. SVM is proposed by Vapnik in the 1990s. And since then it has been in a stage of rapid development. SVM can transform multidimensional space problem into low dimensional space problem. Therefore, when dealing with the multidimensional space problem, the optimal classification line can be taken for optimal classification plane. The SVM system has two aspects. The one aspect is training. In this step, the SVM model is obtained by training the sample data. The other aspet is discriminating. In this step, the other data is identified and c1assfied by the established SVM model. The General flowchart of SVM system is shown as Fig. 1 . If given two categories training data sample set is (X;,yJ , i=1,2, .. ·,n , XERd , yE{+l, -l} , can be separated by a hyperplane linear, the classification hyperplane equation is w· X + b = 0 . n is the number of training samples. d is the dimension of each training sample vector.
Harbin, CHINA Y is the category label. W is the weight coefficient vector of classification surface. b is classification field value.
For the classification of linear inseparable, we could transfonn sample input space into linear problem which is in a high-dimensional space through nonlinear transformation [7 -101 . If there are non-linear mapping, we can map the sample of the input space into the high-dimensional feature space H (maybe infinite dimensional). When you construct an optimal hyperplane in the feature space H, the training algorithm only use the dot product in the space(that is < <l>(xJ, <l>(x) > ).
According to the functional theory, As long as a nuclear function satisfies the Mercer condition, It corresponds to the mner product of a transfonnation space(that IS K(xi, x) = <l>(xJ· <l>(x)). So, we only need do the inner product operation in the high-dimensional space actually. And this inner product operation can be achieved using the original space function. And you needn't know the specific form of <l>(x) .
Right now, the objective function is n Subject to I Yiai = 0, ai:2: 0, i = 1,2,.··, n (2) i =1
The general expressions of support vector machine classifier function is (3)
SVM
The different support vector machine can be acquired by selecting different the inner product kernel function.
The above is mainly to solve binary classification problem based on support vector machine. Because there are many species failure of the turbine generator, we can solve the failure by multi-classification algorithm. Algorithm is as follows. (i=1,2,···,n) ).
Ill. FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR SET
A.
The Establishment of Multi-Fault Classifier
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This fault diagnosis aims at steam turbine generator set of a thermal power plant [91 . And the operating frequency of unit is 50HZ. We take the three fault data samples of steam incentive, bearing loose and rubbing and nonnal data samples as training and test samples. The data sample is raw data of the time domain and is directly collected from the unit high cylinder bearing seat. And the frequency is 2000HZ. The data length is 256 points. The wavefonns of four data samples are shown in Fig. 2 . Ten data are selected as training samples from every data sample respectively. Then take the ten data from the normal data sample as one category that is marked as 1. And take the other thirty data from the other data samples as the one category that is marked as -1. Then the optimization coefficient a i could be obtained according to formula (I). The form of kernel function K (X i ' yJ and the punishment coefficient should be determined in formula (I) and its constraint conditions. We should choose the polynomial kernel function K(x;,yJ = (x; . y; + 1) 2 and C=IOOO after optimizing. The training samples of corresponding to nonzero item are support vectors in a ; after getting a ;
. Four binary classifiers SVMI � SVM4 under the four states of the unit could be built according to discriminating formula (3). Each classifier can identify and isolate one fault from the four data samples. The training time is not more than O.4s. If we combine the four binary classifiers as shown in Fig. 3 , the multi-fault c1assifer that can identify the four data samples is obtained. Four binary classifiers SVMI � SVM4 can identify and isolate the normal, seam incentive, bearing loose and rubbing data samples as shown in Fig.3 . In the classification testing, firstly, input the data X to classifiers I. If discriminating formula I(x) output 1, the unit is normal and the testing is over. Or else, input X to classifiers 2. If discriminating formula I(x) output I, the unit has steam incentive fault and the testing is over. Or else, input X to classifiers 3. And so on, until the classifier 4, if discriminating formula I(x) doesn't output 1, the unit maybe has other fault. In order to checking the effect of fault classification. We select 3 data respectively (X I � X l 2
B.
The Testing Result
) from every test sample.
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The testing result is shown in Table 1 . The checking result coincide with the type of data sample. So, it indicates the classification can identify and isolate the fault.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the multi-fault classification based on support vector machine is established according to the statistical theory. This classifier only need a small amount of time-domain fault data samples to train the fault classification, and don't need to extract the feature amount. And the correctness of this fault classifier is verified through the application of fault classification in steam turbine generator set. The diagnostic method is simple and has strong ability of fault classification.
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